Hidden Benefits of SAP
HANA ® Cloud Unlocked
Cloud-based SAP HANA hosted and
managed by Symmetry, powered by
HPE technology

Accelerate business analysis with SAP
HANA. Maximize business outcomes with
HPE. Get it all from Symmetry.
Responding immediately to business-critical demands is
becoming essential in this always-on world. Up until now,
doing so in real-time was almost impossible as it often
meant sacriﬁcing the amount of data that you could glean
from your database. In addition to how deep or broad your
available data was, which often led to bad decisions, or
worse yet, no decisions.
With SAP HANA powered by HPE Converged
Infrastructure, you no longer have to choose–you can
process massive quantities of data in the cloud in real-time,
and get immediate results from analytics and transactions.
And, you can do it without having to make a signiﬁcant
capital investment. Symmetry’s SAP HANA Cloud solution
powered by HPE technologies provides you with real-time
business analytics and real-time applications, all managed
in a secure, scalable, cost-effective cloud environment.
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Seize the power of SAP HANA

Get Going Faster with Symmetry

Get real-time, mission-critical insight with SAP HANA–

With SAP HANA Cloud hosting and managed services

featuring in-memory database technology that dramatically

from Symmetry, you can run your business smarter, faster,

accelerates BI dashboard creation and report queries.

and simpler than ever before. And because SAP HANA is

In-memory computing is a game-changing technology

designed and built for mission-critical applications, you get

that provides the speed and agility to power analytics

the performance, integration, and security your business

at unprecedented performance levels, while remaining

requires in today’s competitive business landscape.

cost-effective in a cloud based solution. With SAP HANA
Enterprise Cloud solutions hosted and managed by
Symmetry, powered by HPE Converged Infrastructure,
you receive the impressive power of SAP HANA in a fully
managed cloud environment, so that you do not have to
implement or manage anything on-site.

Reap the beneﬁts of unparalleled expertise and the
freedom to refocus existing IT resources on core
competencies. Symmetry will tailor ﬁt your solutions to
meet your evolving business needs, while keeping your
business on the latest, most up-to-date hardware and
software without the disruptions of in-house upgrades.

Simplify with HPE AppSystems for SAP HANA

All of this amounts to a one of a kind end-to-end

Deploy SAP HANA applications faster and more efﬁciently

accountability you can get only from the industry leader in

as delivered by Symmetry with HPE AppSystems for SAP

enterprise applications, in-memory technology, business

HANA—a portfolio of solutions that leverage the speed

analytics, and the strongest ecosystem available in the

of SAP Business Suite tools using powerful, integrated

world, resulting in:

resources in pre-conﬁgured, pre-loaded appliances, all

–

Lowered CapEx

–

Simpliﬁed management and operations

–

Pre-integrated solutions that are tuned and optimized
for SAP HANA, and certiﬁed by SAP

–

Trusted and secure HPE Converged Infrastructure

operating in an HPE Converged Infrastructure. This modern
suite of applications uniﬁes analytics and transactions on
a single in-memory platform for smarter innovations, faster
business processes, and simpler interactions. Now get
complete management of every aspect of your operations
in real-time rather than waiting for reports to run so that
you can:
–

Uncover new growth opportunities ahead of
the competition

–

Dramatically accelerate your core business processes
to run at market speed

–

Empower your people to decide and act in the
moment with real-time insights

–

Innovate without disruption on an open platform
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Tailored to Fit your Business

Discover the Symmetry Difference

HPE AppSystems for SAP HANA are built on the solid

Conﬁdence, consistency and choice

foundation of HPE Converged Infrastructure technology–

Symmetry services are backed by HPE’s Converged

integrating faster, more capable servers, storage,

Infrastructure–providing you with the essential foundation

networking, software and services into a shared pool of

of technologies and services to conﬁdently build, consume,

24x7, lights-out, virtualized, automated resources. With

and manage your IT systems across private, managed and

that, you have an infrastructure that is more efﬁcient, less

public clouds. As a HPE Gold Partner Services Provider

expensive and offers greater overall ﬂexibility.

Symmetry offers:

As an HPE Gold Partner Services Provider Symmetry
offers you unparalleled choices for deploying SAP
HANA, including:

–

Your choice of the best cloud solutions and delivery
model for your speciﬁc business needs

–

Conﬁdence that your business assets are
securely managed
Consistency through a single architecture with one
simple consumption experience

–

HPE CloudSystem–the only complete, integrated
cloud solution for your SAP environment

–

–

Application-speciﬁc hosting for mission-critical
applications such as SAP and email

A Complete Solution

–

Compliant services targeted at healthcare,
government, media and more

Symmetry provides an end-to-end solution to host,
manage, and accelerate your applications in the cloud–so
you can rely on services delivered on an agile platform,
which shortens the time needed to provision systems to

HPE AppSystems for SAP HANA hosted by

meet the demands of your enterprise initiatives. And that

Symmetry are a portfolio of optimally conﬁgured

lets you refocus IT spending from day-to-day operations

solutions with preloaded software and a full range

to creating the innovations you need to leverage your

of included services.

business advantage.
Symmetry is more than a vendor. It is a right-sized service
partner with deeply rooted ERP application hosting
management and SAP-certiﬁed experience since its start
in 1996. Symmetry delivers cost-effective services with
the highest customer service quality, with direct access to
dedicated consultants 24x7x365 access. As the premier
hosting and managed services provider, Symmetry’s large
data center network with enterprise-class hosting and
cloud services go beyond SAP, by providing our customers
with the ﬂexibility to host and manage entire data center
operations, encompassing multiple platforms such as core
business systems, and integrating third-party applications.
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Peace-of-mind Built-in
You can rest assured that your information systems

Get Started with HPE Gold
Service Provider Symmetry

are protected with technology certiﬁed by SAP for HPE

Symmetry is your source for HPE hosting services for

AppSystems–the disaster tolerant (DT) architecture. As

SAP HANA. Powered by HPE products and technologies,

an HPE Gold Partner Services Provider Symmetry offers

Symmetry’s expert IT team delivers a wide range of

a SAP-certiﬁed DT system for SAP HANA. The HPE DT

services, including dedicated hosting, hybrid cloud hosting,

system uses HPE PS9000 Continuous Access to perform

technical managed services, and application speciﬁc

synchronous replication of a productive SAP HANA

hosting for mission-critical applications such as SAP, SAP

database to a secondary site.

HANA, etc. cross all industry segments.

In the event of planned or unplanned downtime of the

Through the HPE Gold Partner Services program,

primary system (for instance, due to a power outage), the

Symmetry delivers SAP HANA as a service running on the

HPE DT system provides a semi-automatic mechanism

best cloud solutions for your precise needs, all backed by

to quickly return to normal operation with no data loss–

the power of HPE, in order to:

thereby mitigating risk, improving IT availability, reducing
the cost of downtime, and ensuring that you always have
access to business data.

–
–
–
–

Accelerate business innovation and foster growth,
while reducing inefﬁciencies
Improve business agility and ability to respond to
changing business demands
Simplify and standardize
Shorten time-to-market

Let Symmetry help you affordably leverage the full power of SAP HANA in a managed cloud environment. Plus, take
advantage of our complete portfolio of value-added SAP HANA consulting services that address your requirements
throughout your SAP HANA journey.

Contact your Symmetry or HPE representative today, and visit Symmetry’s website
SymmetryCorp.com for more information.
Jon Olson
Symmetry
Ofﬁce: +1 414-238-2359
Email: jon.olson@symmetrycorp.com

Learn more at:
https://symmetrycorp.com/it-solutions/enterprise-cloud/sap-hana-cloud/
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